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	Acronym: 
	Degree: Bachelor
	Studies: Commerce &  Marketing / Tourism
	Course: 4th course
	ECST: 6
	Institutions: University of Oviedo
	WebSite: 
	Duration: 13 weeks (1 semester)
	Name: Eugenia
	Surname: Suárez Serrano
	Department: meugenia@uniovi.es
	ID: Coodinator/Lecturer
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	ECSTHours: 
	TargetGroup: Bachelor students from Business Studies, Commerce & Marketing Studies, Tourism Studies.
	Priority: 
	Prerequisites: To take this course a basic knowledge on busisness administration is recommended.
	CourseGoals: The purpose of the course is to understand how companies can undertake a responsible and sustainable management of their business.
	Competences: Generic Compentencies:- Decision-making skills- Ability to work in an international framework- Ability to work in teamsSpecific Compentencies:- Identify the main instruments of CRS policies- Evaluate the effects of applying CRS policies
	Outcornes: Be able to identify and analyse the different alternatives of CRS in the firmBe able to compare the different instruments of CRSBe able to select the best CRS model in terms of economic, social and environment sustainability
	FormsLearning: Distance learning with synchronous and asynchronous moments.
	Online: English
	Materials: English
	Other: English
	Enrolment: 30 july 2014
	Lecture: December 2014
	Examinators: May 2015
	TeachingLearning: During the course different teaching methods will be used. All units will start with the presentation of the main theoretical contents  (using videoconferencing, literature studies and tutorials) but, as this is a very practical course, once the theory has been briefly explained, students should have to develop the different topics through case studies and applied exercises; either in group or individually.Moreover during the course the teaching methods will try to develop the following abilities among students:• Comprehension: focus on the ability to read course content, extrapolate and interpret important information and put it into their own words• Analysis: focus on the separation of a whole into component parts• Application: focus on applying concepts or principles to different situations• Synthesis: focus on combining ideas to form a new whole• Evaluation: focus on developing opinions, judgments or decisions
	Syllabus: Unit 1. Fundamentals of CSRUnit 2. Stakeholder's TheoryUnit 3. Dimensions of CSRUnit 4. Instruments of CSRUnit 5. Strategic Value of CSRUnit 6. Challenges for CSRTraditionally, firms had the responsibility to make a profit. Nowadays, corporate social responsibility holds that there are multiple dimensions that should affect a company's actions. These includes different stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, employees, investors, environment, society... Therefore CSR tries to maximize the good and to minimize the bad effects a company has on these stakeholders’ diverse interest.In this way, during the course the students will be able to understand the stakeholders’ theory and the internal and external dimensions of the CSR concept. In addition, the main CSR instruments will be studied, such as codes, policies , certifications and reporting. Moreover,  the strategic value of the CSR will be analyzed in terms of competitive advantage. Finally, the main limits and opportunities of CSR will be discussed.
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	Assessment: From 0 to 100. With a grade above 49 a student passes the course.
	Assesmentweightings: Final grades are based on the following continuous assessment:- Participation during the course: 20%- Individual assessments: 80%The individual evaluations could be quizzes, questionnaires, multiple choice test, case study analysis or/and presentationsIf the final grade is below 50, there will be a extraordinary final exam which will have the weight of 100%
	References: Brent D. Beal (2013): "Corporate Social Responsibility". SAGE.Carroll, A; Buchholtz, A (2009): "Business & Society: Ethics and stakeholder management". E-book.Crane, A. et al. (2008): "The Oxford Handbook of Corporate Social Responsibility". Oxford University Press.Husted, B; Allen, D (2010): "Corporate Social Strategy". Cambridge University Press.Idowu, S; Leal Filho, W. (2009): "Global Practices of Corporate Social Responsibilities". Springer.
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